Shout Outs
February 3, 2017
Shout Out to Aaliyah Myhand and Erika Garcia from Mrs. Garcia
I would like to express my sincere gratitude to Aaliyah and Erika for coming by my class after school
and cleaning up my room. They organized the books and binders plus they also picked up papers left
by others students. Thank you Aaliyah and Erika for your consideration and helping me keep our
room clean. Way to cross the line of Pride.
Shout Out to Dominique Palomo from Mrs. Carranza
Dominique found a pair of glasses left by a previous class and immediately turned them in to me. The
owner was grateful to get them back. Thank you Dominique for your integrity and great example of
citizenship.
Shout Out to Eduardo Fernandez from Ms. Palacios
Eduardo was kind enough to help me during my 7th period class last week he took the initiative to
help and offer to pass out books and papers back to the students, and saving me some time. I
appreciate your simple act of kindness. That’s Great example of Lion Pride.
Shout Out to Zabdiel Rothschild, Jacob Cuellar, and Nicholas Porter from Dr. Rodriguez
I would like to give a big Shout Out to Zabdiel, Jacob and Nicholas for their victory against Mission
High School this last Monday in Channel 5’s Master Mind competition. It will be aired sometime in
April on Channel Five. Congratulations to all three of your for representing our school with Great
Pride.
Shout Out to Jesus Montelongo from Ms. Ortiz
Jesus came in my class after school and kindly decided to help and clean my classroom without being
asked. Thank You Jesus for going above and beyond and keeping my class a little more tidy. I am
sincerely grateful.
Shout Out to Maria Avalos from Ms. M. Perez
Maria graciously volunteered to help out the Ballet Folklorico dancers in their performance during the
parental conference. Thank you Maria for going out of your way to ensure the girls were ready to
perform. I sincerely appreciate your cooperation and helpful attitude…..Great example of Lion Pride.
Shout to Adamari Acevedo from Ms. Palacios
On Wednesday Adamari took the initiative and moved the desks back to their proper locations after a
few students had worked in groups on an assignment and forgot to place them back accordingly.
Thank you Adamari for your help I am truly appreciative of your kind effort.
Thanks to all our students that earned a shout out this week. Please come by later to the front office
and pick up your prize. Students and Staff lets support all our Teams and Organizations that are
competing this and every week. Pride Nation, you ROCK!

